The Enigma of the Ages is Solved by Wonder Woman in "The Riddle of the Chinese Mummy Case!"

Great Hera! How could a figure of me have been placed in a Chinese mummy case that was sealed 4,000 years ago?
You see your picture before you snap...
in the big, clear "crystal ball" finder

It's like looking into the future... when you look in the big brilliant finder and see your picture before you snap. There it is—bright and clear, every detail just as it's going to be in the finished shot. Easy to get everything just the way you want it.

Kodak Duaflex Camera

It makes exciting flash shots
Nights—or indoors—you can make swell snaps just as easily as the regular daytime kind. No special lights to set up—no long time-exposures. Just use Kodak Verichrome Film. Then snap on a Flashholder... slip in a bulb... aim... FLASH! The picture's in the bag.

$13.50

It's tops in its class...
the camera everyone's been talking about. No focusing, no adjustments... just aim and snap. Black-and-white pictures, 2 3/4 x 2 1/4; color snaps, 2 3/4 x 2 3/4. Camera, $13.50; Flashholder, $3.33; both prices include Federal Tax. Prices are subject to change without notice. At your Kodak dealer's. Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester 4, N. Y.

It makes swell color pictures, too
Load up with a roll of Kodacolor Film... shoot outdoors in bright sun—or indoors with a blue flash bulb—and what beauties you get. Good, big, full-color pictures that really sparkle. Everyone will want to see himself "in color."

"KODAK" IS A TRADE-MARK
WHEN WONDER WOMAN—BEAUTIFUL AS APHRODITE, WISE AS ATHENA, STRONGER THAN HERCULES, AND SWIFTER THAN MERCURY—HAD ACCOMPLISHED THE IMPOSSIBLE BY RECONSTRUCTING A 2000 YEAR-OLD CHINESE MUMMY CASE OUT OF A MILLION SHATTERED FRAGMENTS—HER TASK HAD ONLY JUST BEGUN! FOR THE AMAZING SIGHT INSIDE THE CASE FORCED HER TO RETURN MORE THAN 2000 YEARS INTO THE PAST TO BATTLE THROUGH THE MOST THRILLING ADVENTURES OF HER CAREER BEFORE THE BEAUTIFUL AMAZON MAID COULD SOLVE—-

"THE RIDDLE OF THE CHINESE MUMMY CASE!"
At the camp of Prof. Dorane, famous archaeologist, based near a part of the Great Wall of China...

Prof. Dorane! Come quickly!

Look, Prof. Dorane! We've just uncovered this mummy case!

Dr. Ling--you've made a priceless find!

From the general markings, I'd say this mummy case was at least 2000 years old!

Then it must have been buried here about the time the Great Wall was erected to keep out the northern barbarians!

Do you think there's any connection between the mummy case and the Great Wall?

We'll find that out as soon as we open the lid and see what's inside!

The cable--it's snapping!

R-rip!

Smash!
HURRYING TO THE BOTTOM OF THE EXCAVATION---

WE MUST DO EVERYTHING IN OUR POWER, DR. LING.
TO PIECE THESE FRAGMENTS TOGETHER!

YES, PROFESSOR! WHO KNOWS WHAT NEW STORY
OF HISTORY THEY WILL TELL!

LABORIOUS DAYS LATER---

IT'S NO USE!

NO MAN IN THE WORLD COULD RECONSTRUCT THESE PIECES!

EXACTLY, DR. LING! NO MAN COULD!
BUT IF ANYONE CAN-- IT'S WONDER WOMAN!
WE'LL SHIP THESE PIECES TO WASHINGTON---

LATER-- AT MILITARY INTELLIGENCE, LT. DIANA PRINCE
RECEIVES A MENTAL RADIO MESSAGE FROM COL. STEVE TREVOR AND--

CALLING WONDER WOMAN--
URGENT!

I'D BETTER MAKE MY ENTRANCE THROUGH THE
WINDOW OR STEVE MIGHT SUSPECT DIANA PRINCE
AND WONDER WOMAN ARE ONE PERSON!

A MOMENT LATER THE ALLURING AMAZON
LEAPS INTO STEVE'S OFFICE--

ANGEL! YOU SURE CAME PROMPTLY!

NOT TOO PROMPTLY, I HOPE!
AFTER PROF. DORANE EXPLAINS---
YOU SAID EVERY SINGLE
FRAGMENT WAS CAREFULLY
SHIPPED HERE IN THAT CRATE?

YES, BUT UNLESS
THOSE PIECES CAN BE
RECONSTRUCTED--
ITS STORY WILL
REMAIN A MYSTERY!

THE BEAUTEOUS AMAZON MAID EFFORTLESSLY
LIFTS THE HUGE CRATE--

THE INCREDIBLY KEEN EYES OF THE AMAZON
STUDIES THE MYRIAD PIECES FOR A MOMENT--

AND POURS THE HOPELESSLY JUMBLLED FRAGMENTS
OUT ONTO THE FLOOR!

--THEN SWIFTLY SETS TO WORK, HER
NIMBLE FINGERS MOVING WITH BREATH-
LESS SPEED!

THIS REMINDS ME OF AN
AMAZON JIGSAW PUZZLE I ONCE
HAD TO FINISH IN SIXTY SECONDS!

TWENTY SECONDS LATER--

I DIDN'T KNOW THE ANCIENT
CHINESE WOMEN WORE SANDALS!

THEY DIDN'T--
NOT LIKE THOSE!

I WONDER
WHO SHE WAS!
Wonder Woman steps back from the reconstructed statue and--

Merciful Minerva--a Pelta! The crescent shield of the ancient Amazons!

But she's a Chinese warrior princess! What can this mean?

Great Blazes!

I'll soon find out, professor, and let you know.

Wait, angel!

The Amazon Princess speeds toward Paula's secret laboratory--

How could a Chinese princess possess the shield and wear the trousers and sandals of the ancient Amazons?

In Paula's laboratory a moment later--

Princess Diana! How glad I am to see you! I want you to transport me back into time by means of the space transformer!

And I to see you, Paula! Prof. Dorane said the mummy case was at least 2000 years old. I'll send you back a little before then, so you can solve the mystery of the warrior princess! Ready?

Ready!
PAULA LOWERS THE SWITCH AND--
FAREWELL, BELOVED PRINCESS!

2300 B.C.

---UNTIL SHE ARRIVES IN CHINA AS IT WAS MORE THAN 2000 YEARS AGO.

GREAT HERA! A WOMAN'S ARMY BEING WORSTED BY BARBARIANS! I'LL LAND JUST IN TIME TO HELP THEM--

SUFFERING SAPPHO! THE PRINCESS WITH THE CRESCENT SHIELD-- DRESSED JUST LIKE THE STATUE! SHE'LL BE CUT OFF FROM HER ARMY--

THE FLEET-FOOTED AMAZON OUTSPEEDS THE PURSUERS AND LEAPS BETWEEN THEM AND THEIR QUARRY!

I AM THE PRINCESS MEI. NEVER HAVE I SEEN SUCH STRENGTH AND SKILL IN ALL THE MOONS OF MY LIFE! YOU ARE A WONDER WOMAN!

3 AGAINST 1--THE USUAL ODDS FOR COWARDS! OFF YOU GO!
FROM WHERE DID YOU GET THE ANCIENT AMAZON SHIELD?
YOU WILL RECALL, MY FRIEND, THAT THE ANCIENT AMAZONS CONQUERED ASIA MINOR. MY OWN ANCESTORS JOURNEYED HERE AND FOUNDED THIS LAND. FOR CENTURIES, WE RULED CHINA BUT NOW THIS PROVINCE ALONE REMAINS A MATRIARCHY—AND FOR THIS THE BARBARIANS WOULD DESTROY US!

I AM THE AMAZON PRINCESS DIANA—CALLED WONDER WOMAN.
YOU—AN AMAZON! KINSWOMAN OF MY OWN ANCESTORS! SPEED YOUR STEED, FELLOW WARRIOR! HELP ME RALLY MY SCATTERED ARMY!

BUT WAITING IN AMBUSH—
HO! HO! THEY THINK THEY'RE ESCAPING! SURROUND THEM, MEN! NO PUNY FEMALE CAN OUTWIT MY MEN AND NOT PAY FOR IT!

CHANG—THE NORTHERN BARBARIAN CHIEF! IT WOULD BE BETTER TO DIE THAN BE CAPTURED BY HIM!
STOP, PRINCESS—I HAVE A BETTER PLAN!

CHANG! I, WONDER WOMAN, CHALLENGE YOU TO SINGLE COMBAT! THE LOSER TO RETIRE PEACEABLY WITH HIS ARMY, THE VICTOR TO REMAIN WITH FULL RIGHTS OF CONQUEROR!

HO! HO! LISTEN TO THE WOMAN!
To save his face, the savage Tartar Chief is forced to accept, but he does so with characteristic treachery.

I accept and your head will pay for that challenge!

The agile Amazon parries the sharp blade aside and...

EE-AH! I never missed my mark before!

I promise not to let over-confidence spoil my aim as it did yours!

Uh-hhh!

Lord Chang in the dust!

Can we believe our eyes?

Men--lay down your arms! Return to your homes! Chang will only lead you to destruction!

She is a witch! Destroy her before she casts the evil eye on you!

Aii! She could not have overcome Lord Chang otherwise!

If you must be taught a lesson--here it is!

No one can stop her! Aii-uhh!
LATER, THE PRINCESS RALLIES HER SCATTERED ARMY.
YIE-EE-E! MY WARRIORS!

CONFIDENT OF VICTORY, THE WOMAN'S ARMY CHARGES THE BARBARIANS---
FOR APHRODITE AND THE AMAZONS!
ON TO VICTORY!
I WILL RETURN--FOR VENGEANCE!

TO HONOR WONDER WOMAN AND TO CELEBRATE THE VICTORY OF HER ARMY, PRINCESS MEI GIVES A FESTIVAL.

WHAT UNIQUE MUSIC!
IT IS AFTER OUR OWN FASHION.

ALL ARE WATCHING THE CHANDEE DANCE SO INTENTLY THAT NO ONE SEES THE BARBARIAN CHIEFTAIN AS---

THIS IS BEAUTIFUL, PRINCESS!

PRINCESS! WHERE IS SHE?
THERE ARE NO TRACES!

NEXT MORNING--

HI-AH! THE GREAT CHANG APPROACHES!

WITH HIS HOSTAGE!
THE EXULTANT CHANG REVEALS HIS PLAN---

THIS IS THE BAiT THAT WILL CATCH THE AMAZoN!

HO! HO! THE WILY CHANG!

THE WONDER PRINCESS WILL STILL OUTWIU YOU!

OUTSIDE THE CITY WALLS, A STRANGE CORTEGE APPEARS,

OPEN THE GATES FOR THE AMBASSADORS OF THE GREAT CHANG WHO BRING A GIFT FOR THE WITCH-WOMAN!

LET THEM IN--I HAVE A FEELING THIS CONCERNS THE PRINCESS!

BEHOLD HOW YOUR PRINCESS IS HELD IN BONDAGE! UNLESS YOU DELIVER TO US THE WITCH-WOMAN, THE MIGHTY CHANG DECREES THAT MEI SHALL DIE!

WITH THE SPEED OF A METEOR, THE FEARLESS AMAZON IS ON HER WAY---

WE CAN'T GIVE OVER THE PERSON WHO SAVED OUR CITY!

A STATUE OF OUR PRINCESS!

BUT OUR PRINCESS WILL DIE!

I'LL GLADLY GO! WHAT ARE WE WAITING FOR?

AS WONDER WOMAN OUTRACES THE ENVOYS INTO CAMP, CHANG STRIKES A TREACHEROUS BLOW---

BIND HER TO MY HONORED FATHER'S BRONZE SHIELD--QUICKLY!

THE AMAZON MAID IS BOUND WITH HER OWN UNBREAKABLE LASSO.

SHE WOULD HAVE DEFEATED YOUR WHOLE ARMY! BARBARIANS!

THERE'S ONLY ONE WAY I'D GET RID OF THAT WITCH--THROW HER OVER THE CLIFF TO THE CROWS!
STAGGERING UNDER THEIR HEAVY BURDEN, THE SOLDIERS START TOWARD THE CLIFF.

THE MIGHTY CHANG LIFTED THIS SHIELD ALONE!

BUT HE HAD THE STRENGTH OF TEN.

LET US REST!

NO! AT THE TOP WE CAN ROLL IT DOWN THE OTHER SIDE!

THE RUSH OF AIR AND SWIFT MOVEMENT OF THE DISK REVIVES WONDER WOMAN AND --

MERCIFUL MINERVA! I DON'T KNOW HOW I GOT HERE BUT I DON'T PLAN TO STAY!

WITH LIGHTNING SPEED THE MIGHTY MAID SNAPS THE BRITTLE METAL BEFORE IT CAN BEND--

AND LASSEES THE ASTONISHED SOLDIERS!

WHAT HAPPENED TO PRINCESS MEI? WHERE IS CHANG AND THE REST OF THE ARMY?

I-I'M COMPULLED TO SPEAK TRUTH! CHANG THE DESTROYER TOOK THE PRINCESS WITH HIM. THE ARMY IS ON ITS WAY TO DESTROY THE CITY.

RAGING TOWARD THE THREATENED CITY...

THERE'S THE BARBARIAN ARMY! AND--BY THE HAMMERS OF HEPHESTUS--A DRAGON!

--WONDER WOMAN ARRIVES AS CHANG IS ABOUT TO ATTACK.

AMAZON! I KNEW THEY COULD NOT HOLD YOU!

HO! HO! SHE WILL BE SLAIN BY OUR TERRIBLE DRAGON!
Ignoring Chang's threat, the intrepid Amazon seizes the dragon's tail and--

I've met dragons before and they can be overturned--just like any superstition!

We are discovered!

We cannot defeat the Amazon! Run for your lives!

Unnerved by the defeat of their "dragon", the barbarians flee.

Right! But not with princess me!

Later, Wonder Woman is thanked by the elders of the city--

You have saved us from the barbarians, Amazon! But who knows when or where they will strike again?

The Amazon was a wall of strength to us!

And I will leave a great wall to protect you!

And so it was that the amazing Amazon races across the land, erecting the great wall of China to keep out the northern barbarians.

Just as Wonder Woman finishes, she feels the space transformer pulling her forward into time--centuries pass in seconds--

--until she returns to the present in Paula's laboratory.

Well, Princess? What did you find?

That, among other things, evil 2000 years ago was beaten by the same weapon used against it today--the superior power of right!
Stan MUSIAL

I couldn't even get him out with this!

Opposing pitchers say Stan "can't be fooled - hits everything!" Musial's sizzling .375 average was highest in National League since 1935.

Musial just batted another pitcher out of the box!

Ball park

Yeah, Stan eats Wheaties

Musial proved biggest headache to pitchers with runners on base. Don't ra, PA. "Dynamite" drove in 131 runs last season with 230 hits.

1948 Big League Batting Champion

Hey, ya dropped one!

That's okay - I still got my Wheaties!

Slugging St. Louis Cardinals outfielder won every National League batting honor except home runs! His 39 round-trippers placed him second.

Four bowls of Wheaties?

Yup - we've got a doubleheader today!

"Just about every morning you'll find me polishing off a couple bowlfuls of Wheaties, with milk and fruit," says Champ Musial. "It's my favorite training dish - the year around."

WHEATIES

Breakfast of Champions!

Breakfast of Champions

With milk and fruit

"Wheaties" and "Breakfast of Champions" are registered trade marks of General Mills, Inc.
Watch for Wakely!

Can you hear the strains of a romantic western song drifting across the moonlit prairie?

Do you harken to the thunder of approaching hoofs?

That's Jimmy Wakely, sensational western star of Monogram Pictures.

-The cowpoke who's packing 'em in on personal appearance tours.

-The radio wrangler who's keeping 'em glued to their sets.

-The platter waddy whose records are selling like sixty!

And now we've got him in a comics magazine all his own.

Now on sale! Watch for it! Ask for it!
IS THIS A SCENE OUT OF A NIGHTMARE BEING DREAMED BY WONDER WOMAN? OR IS IT REALLY TRUE? HAS COL. STEVE TREVOR, WHO HAS ALWAYS PROFESSED UNDYING LOVE FOR THE BEAUTEOUS AMAZON MAID, FINALLY TURNED TO ANOTHER WOMAN? LET WONDER WOMAN HERSELF—BEAUTIFUL AS APHRODITE, WISE AS ATHENA, STRONGER THAN HERCULES, AND SWIFTER THAN MERCURY—RELATE TO YOU WITH HER OWN LIPS, THE STRANGE AND THRILLING EVENTS WHICH CULMINATED IN ANOTHER WOMAN TAKING HER PLACE AT STEVE’S SIDE IN A WEDDING CEREMONY—A WOMAN WHOM THE WORLD CALLED—

"THE FATAL BEAUTY!"

STOP!

IF THERE IS ANYONE PRESENT WHO CAN SHOW JUST CAUSE AS TO WHY THESE TWO SHOULD NOT WED, LET HIM SPEAK NOW OR FOREVER HOLD HIS PEACE.

WONDER WOMAN!
YES, HERE IS WONDER WOMAN, AS SHE TOLD THE AMAZING STORY OF "THE FATAL BEAUTY" TO HER MOTHER, QUEEN HIPPOLYTE, ON PARADISE ISLAND--

BUT, STEVE ALWAYS WANTED TO MARRY YOU, DIANA! HE'S SAID SO A THOUSAND TIMES! WHAT MADE HIM SUDDENLY CHANGE HIS MIND?

I--I--SUPPOSE IT WAS MY FAULT, MOTHER. BUT I COULDN'T HELP IT. IT--IT ALL STARTED ONE AFTERNOON AT MILITARY INTELLIGENCE HEADQUARTERS.

"I WAS IN MY OFFICE, IN MY OTHER IDENTITY AS LT. DIANA PRINCE, WHEN STEVE ENTERED, VISIBLY EXCITED--"

"TODAY'S THE DAY, DI! I'M GOING TO ASK WONDER WOMAN TO MARRY ME."

"BUT--WHAT IF SHE CAN'T, STEVE? I MEAN--JUST NOT--RIGHT AWAY?"

"I'M NOT GOING TO TAKE "NO" FOR AN ANSWER. I'M GOING TO MENTAL-RADIO HER RIGHT NOW."

"CALLING WONDER WOMAN!"

"CALLING WONDER WOMAN!"

"HE'S CALLING ME! I'LL HAVE TO MAKE AN EXCUSE TO LEAVE!"

"EXCUSE ME, STEVE. I JUST REMEMBERED SOMETHING I HAD TO DO--"

"IT CAN WAIT, DI. I NEED YOU FOR MORAL SUPPORT WHEN I PROPOSE TO WONDER WOMAN. SHE SHOULD BE HERE IN A FEW MOMENTS, AS SOON AS SHE HEARS ME."

"SUFFERING SAPPHO! I'VE GOT TO GET OUT OF HERE AND RETURN AS WONDER WOMAN BEFORE STEVE SUSPECTS WHO I REALLY AM!"

"HOW COULD I ACCOMPLISH THE SEEMINGLY IMPOSSIBLE FEAT OF LEAVING THE ROOM BEFORE STEVE'S VERY EYES, AND RETURNING IN MY OTHER IDENTITY, WITHOUT HIS BEING AWARE OF THE CHANGE?"
GLANCING AT MY DESK, I SAW A PAPER CLIP. I PICKED IT UP AND--"

"FLIPPED IT AT THE WINDOW BEHIND ME WITHOUT BEING SEEN BY STEVE!"

"ATTRACTION BY THE NOISE, STEVE HURRIED TO THE WINDOW. IN THAT SPLIT SECOND WHEN HIS EYES WERE TURNED AWAY FROM ME, I RACED OUT OF THE SIDE DOOR!"

"THAT NOISE AT THE WINDOW! IT MUST BE WONDER WOMAN ARRIVING!"

"NOW'S MY CHANCE TO LEAVE!"

"IN MY INNER OFFICE I CHANGED TO WONDER WOMAN AND, WITHOUT LOSING A MOMENT, LEAPED OUT OF THE WINDOW, CALLING FOR MY ROBOT PLANE--"

"CALLING ROBOT PLANE!"

"I JUST HAD TIME TO ORDER MY PLANE TO HOVER OUTSIDE THE WINDOW OF MY OTHER OFFICE, AS STEVE LOOKED OUT!"

"I THOUGHT IT WAS YOU, BEAUTIFUL!"

"YOU KNOW HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU, WONDER WOMAN. DO YOU LOVE ME, TOO?"

"YOU KNOW I DO, STEVE."
AS LONG AS WE LOVE EACH OTHER, ANGEL, THERE'S NO REASON WHY WE SHOULDN'T BE MARRIED, IS THERE?

I--I--

CALLING CARS 17, 22, 26, 31, AND 40! CONVERGE ON TRI-STATE SPEED HIGHWAY! GASHER JEWEL GANG SPOTTED ON IT! PROCEED WITH EXTREME CAUTION! THESE MEN ARE KILLERS!

STEVE! LISTEN! IT'S A POLICE ALARM SIGNAL!

BUT YOU HAVEN'T ANSWERED MY PROPOSAL!

FIRST WE'VE GOT TO STOP THE GASHER GANG, STEVE, BEFORE THEY HARM ANYONE. BETTER GET INTO THE CABIN BEFORE THE WIND KNOCKS YOU OFF THE WING!

IN A FEW SECONDS MY FLEET AMAZON PLANE HAD OVERTAKEN THE ESCAPING KILLERS--

THERE THEY ARE, WONDER WOMAN!

HOLD TIGHT, STEVE! I'M GOING TO PUT DOWN MY PLANE AS A ROAD BLOCK!

IT'S WONDER WOMAN!

WHILE I LANDED THE PLANE, STEVE IMPATIENTLY LEAPED OUT AND DASHED AT THE KILLERS.

INTERRUPT ME JUST AS I WAS PROPOSING TO WONDER WOMAN, WILL YOU? I'LL SHOW YOU!

GREAT HERA! THEY'RE GOING TO SMASH INTO STEVE! I'VE GOT TO STOP THEM!

LEAPING OVER STEVE'S HEAD, I PUSHED THE GANGSTER CAR AWAY FROM HIM IN THE NICK OF TIME.

THAT BLASTED AMAZON'S STOPPED THE CAR!

BUT NOT US! GET OUT AND START PUMPING LEAD!
“But the gangsters hadn’t reckoned on meeting an angry man in love!”

If it weren’t for you, Wonder Woman and I would have been engaged by now!

Owff!

Wonder Woman’s bouncing our bullets off her bracelets!

Amazons learn that game in Amazon Garden!

Here’s another! “Follow the leader!” Amazons play that game in reverse—it’s called—

“Sending the leader back to his followers!”

“After securely tying up the gang, I hurried to Steve’s side—”

Angel! Now can we be married?
BEFORE I COULD ANSWER STEVE, THERE WAS ANOTHER POLICE ALARM--AND THEN ANOTHER--AND ANOTHER! AND STEVE Fought ALONGSIDE OF ME, IMPATIENT TO FINISH THE JOB, SO HE COULD ASK THE SAME QUESTION!

SAY YOU'LL MARRY ME, WONDER WOMAN!

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS SAY YES! WHAT--? I CAN'T HEAR YOU!

THMM, Hiddy tm TtKK.

THIS IS HARDLY THE TIME TO TALK!

LET'S GET THESE CRIMINALS TO JAIL FIRST.

THEN WHY WON'T YOU MARRY ME?

I'M BEGINNING TO THINK THAT YOU DON'T LOVE ME!

BUT I DO, DARLING!

BECAUSE AS LONG AS CRIME AND EVIL TAKE NO HOLIDAY--NEITHER CAN I, STEVE, DEAR, PLEASE HAVE PATIENCE. WAIT UNTIL AMAZON WAYS OF PEACE AND LOVE DRIVE BRUTE FORGE AND HATE OUT OF THE WORLD.

IF YOU REALLY LOVED ME, YOU WOULDN'T LET ANYTHING STAND IN THE WAY OF OUR MARRIAGE. I GUESS THIS IS "GOODBY", WONDER WOMAN!

GOODBY!
Poor Diana. It must have been a great struggle for you to be deaf to the promptings of your heart, and remember only that you have a duty to perform. To ceaselessly fight against crime! When did you see Steve again?

Not until he had met Lorelei Lorn—the famous Continental actress, who was called the "most dangerous beauty in the world!"

For weeks prior to her departure from Paris for America, we were deluged with publicity about her. Her admirers showered jewels upon her—

"An army of men in mourning clothes assembled in front of her hotel—"

Lorelei! We mourn your departure!

You take a million hearts with you!

"When she sailed, her heart-broken admirers followed her ship as far as they could—"

Lorelei! Lorelei!

Do not leave us!

We can't live without you!

When Lorelei arrived in America, every front page headlined her—

Will Lorelei's fatal charm bewitch the American male?

What effect will international beauty have on American male? How long can American men withstand Lorelei's invincible beauty?

On the day the Gasher Jewel Gang escaped from jail, the chief sent for me—

I guess you know what will happen when Lorelei Lorn, with all her jewelry arrives, Wonder Woman. The Gasher Jewel Gang will surely make her their No. 1 target. That's why I want you to be Lorelei's bodyguard!

I'll be there when she lands, Chief!
LORELEI LORN WAS VERY BEAUTIFUL...

I suppose you know your jewelry is the target for every crook in town. Why not put it in a safe place?

NO, thank you. I always wear it and let the police do the worrying.

LORELEI! LORELEI! WE WANT TO SEE LORELEI!

EVEN I WAS STARTLED AT THE EFFECT LORELEI'S BEAUTY HAD ON MEN. THEY BESIEGED HER HOTEL, BLOCKING TRAFFIC...

THEY TIED UP THE TELEPHONE WIRES WITH OFFERS OF MARRIAGE...

I WANT TO MARRY LORELEI!

LORELEI!

THEY CLOGGED THE STREETS WITH FLOWERS, WHEREVER SHE WENT—

CAN'T EVEN WALK!

IT'S LORELEI'S FAULT!

LORELEI WAS FAST BECOMING A NATIONAL MENACE. I APPEALED TO HER MANAGER, DEREK NASON--

I wish I did, Wonder Woman. But Lorelei does exactly as she pleases.

IT WAS THEN THAT A RADIO NETWORK BEGAN CONDUCTING A CONTEST FOR THE MOST TYPICAL AMERICAN MALE WHO WOULD BE LORELEI LORN'S PERSONAL ESCORT DURING HER VISIT IN AMERICA!

NO BOXTOPS REQUIRED! SEND IN YOUR CHOICE FOR THE MOST TYPICAL AMERICAN MALE!

WHO WILL BE THE LUCKY WINNER?

CONTEST CLOSING!

HURRY! HURRY!
“I was in my plane when the news was announced over television—"

Here he is, folks! The man voted the most typical American male—Col. Steve Trevor!

Great Hera! Steve!!

“Now began the most difficult day of my life. I hadn’t been relieved from my assignment as Lorelei’s bodyguard, so you can imagine how I felt when Steve called upon Lorelei for the first time—"

Steve! How are you? I—I haven’t seen you for quite a while.

I—I’ve been pretty busy, Wonder Woman.

“IT was the first time Steve hadn’t smiled at me—or called me ‘Angel’ or ‘Beautiful’, his pet names for me. And what Lorelei’s manager said later didn’t make me feel any better.”

They make a handsome couple, don’t they, Wonder Woman?

What? Oh—yes—yes—They do.

“My heart ached, for, as Lorelei’s bodyguard, I was forced to accompany her wherever she went, and watch the growing effect her fatal beauty was having on Steve.”

Steve—Drive to lookout mountain. I’d like to watch the sunset—with you.

Certainly, beautiful.

“He called her ‘beautiful’!

“I and on lookout mountain I could see that Steve was swiftly succumbing to Lorelei’s fatal charms—”

Steve—Steve—Steve—
"IT WAS MORE THAN I COULD STAND--BEING FORCED TO WATCH HELPLESSLY WHILE THE MAN I LOVED WAS FALLING IN LOVE WITH ANOTHER WOMAN. THE NEXT DAY, I CALLED ON THE CHIEF--"

I'LL TAKE ANY ASSIGNMENT, CHIEF, NO MATTER HOW DANGEROUS! BUT PLEASE RELIEVE ME FROM BEING LORELEI'S BODYGUARD ANY LONGER!

WONDER WOMAN--THIS ISN'T LIKE YOU! HAVE YOU FORGOTTEN YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES AS AN AMAZON? ARE YOU GOING TO ALLOW YOUR PERSONAL FEELINGS TO RULE YOU?

YOU'RE RIGHT, CHIEF. THANKS FOR REMINDING ME THAT I AM AN AMAZON. MY FIRST CONCERN MUST BE FOR OTHERS, NOT MYSELF. MY PERSONAL HAPPINESS MUST NOT SWAY ME. I--I'LL CONTINUE WITH MY--MY PRESENT ASSIGNMENT--AS LONG AS I'M NEEDED.

THANKS, WONDER WOMAN. I--I--APPRECIATE IT.

IT--IT WON'T HAPPEN AGAIN, I ASSURE YOU!

YOU'RE A BRAVE GIRL, WONDER WOMAN! I--I KNOW HOW HARD THIS ASSIGNMENT IS FOR YOU!

"I SUPPOSE I SHOULD HAVE BEEN PREPARED FOR WHAT WAS TO FOLLOW, BUT IT WAS STILL A SHOCK WHEN IT ACTUALLY HAPPENED--"

WE'RE ENGAGED! ISN'T IT WONDERFUL?

LORELEI'S BEAUTY WAS TOO MUCH FOR ME. BUT SINCE SHE ACCEPTED ME, I GUESS THE TYPICAL AMERICAN MALE DIDN'T DO SO BADLY!

CON--CONGRATULATIONS!

HMM--LORELEI'S MANAGER DIDN'T CONGRATULATE HER. HE IS CERTAINLY ACTING STRANGELY! I THINK I'D BETTER FOLLOW HIM!

"I LOST DEREK IN THE CROWDED STREETS. I SPENT THE NEXT SEVERAL DAYS SEARCHING FOR HIM. THEN I FOUND HIM IN A NEARBY TOWN. HE WOULD HAVE RUN AWAY IF I HADN'T CAUGHT HIM WITH MY MAGIC LASSO!"

-I COMMAND YOU TO EXPLAIN YOUR STRANGE ACTIONS!

-SOMETHING COMPels ME TO OBEY! I'M IN LOVE WITH LORELEI! ALWAYS HAVE BEEN. I RAN AWAY BECAUSE I COULdn'T BEAR TO SEE HER MARRY SOMEONE ELSE!"
LORELEI LOVED ME ONCE. BEFORE SHE BEGAN TO BELIEVE IN HER FATAL CHARMS. AND IT'S ALL THE EFFECT OF PUBLICITY STUNTS I THOUGHT UP TO GET HER A HOLLYWOOD CONTRACT. I HIRED ALL HER ADMIRERS. ARRANGED FOR ALL THE STUNTS WHICH BROUGHT HER FAME AND MOVIE CONTRACTS! AND NOW MY TRICKS HAVE TURNED AGAINST ME! I'VE LOST HER!

NOT YET, DEREK! PERHAPS WHEN LORELEI REALIZES HOW YOU'VE SACRIFICED YOURSELF FOR HER SAKE, HER LOVE FOR YOU WILL RETURN. I'M GOING TO TAKE YOU TO HER RIGHT NOW!

MY SUDDEN APPEARANCE Startled SOME OF THE GUESTS! THE ONE I WAS CLOSEST TO TURNED HIS FACE TO THE SIDE. HIS ACTION AROUSE MY SUSPICION. I STARED AT HIM UNTIL MY AMAZON GAZE PENETRATED HIS DISGUISE. IT WAS THE LEADER OF THE Gasher JEWEL GANG!

STOP! Gasher AND HIS GANG ARE HERE!

WONDER WOMAN MUST'VE FOUND OUT WE'RE HERE TO STEAL LORELEI LORN'S JEWELS WHILE THE WEDDING WAS GOING ON! WARN THE BOYS IN THE NEXT ROOM! ANYBODY gettin' IN THE WAY GETS BLASTED!

'AND THAT WAS HOW I ARRIVED AT LORELEI'S APARTMENT TO DISCOVER TO MY AMAZEMENT THAT LORELEI AND STEVE WERE ABOUT TO BE MARRIED!'

IF THERE IS ANYONE PRESENT WHO CAN SHOW JUST CAUSE AS TO WHY THESE TWO SHOULD NOT WED, LET HIM SPEAK NOW OR FOREVER HOLD HIS PEACE!

WONDER WOMAN!

'AS I STARTED FORWARD TO STOP THE GANG, WHO WERE RIFLING THE JEWELRY IN THE OTHER ROOM, DEREK LEAPED AHEAD OF ME, UNINTENTIONALLY MAKING ME STUMBLE!'

DON'T YOU DARE TOUCH LORELEI!

THE FOOL'S KNOCKED WONDER WOMAN OFF BALANCE! HE'S ON OUR SIDE!

OH---!

HA, HA, HA!

'BUT STEVE HELD THE GANG OFF LONG ENOUGH FOR ME TO RISE TO MY FEET AGAIN.'

GOOD WORK, ANGEL!

STEVE CALLED ME "ANGEL" AGAIN! BUT WHAT DID HE MEAN BY "GOOD WORK"?

DEREK!
WONDER WOMAN'S LASSOED OUR GUNS!
SO WHAT? SHE'S JUST ONE WOMAN AGAINST ALL OF US!
RUSH HER! SHE CAN'T STOP ALL OF US!

I CAN--LIKE THIS!
USING YOUR OWN FORCE AGAINST YOU!

YOU ARE WONDERFUL, BEAUTIFUL!
JUST AS WE EXPECTED!

WE KNEW THE GASHER GANG WOULD TRY TO STEAL LORELEI'S FABULOUS JEWELRY. BUT WE DIDN'T KNOW WHERE, WHEN, OR HOW!
THAT'S WHY WE WANTED YOU AROUND TO CAPTURE THEM. WE FigURED NEWS OF THE WEDDING WOULD PRESENT THEM WITH AN OPPORTUNITY THAT WOULD LURE THEM FROM THEIR HIDEOUT.

THEN--YOU REALLY WEREN'T GOING TO MARRY LORELEI, STEVE?

IT WAS ALL PART OF THE PLAN. BESIDES, HOW COULD I REALLY THINK OF MARRIING LORELEI? I'VE NEVER STOPPED LOVING YOU. ALTHOUGH IT TOOK ME TIME TO REALIZE THAT YOU WERE RIGHT. AS AN AMAZON, YOU MUST THINK OF OTHERS BEFORE YOURSELF. BUT I'M WILLING TO WAIT.

OH, STEVE, DEAR, YOU'VE MADE ME VERY HAPPY!

YOU SHOWED ME HOW SELFISH I WAS, WONDER WOMAN, IN ONLY THINKING OF MYSELF! YOUR AMAZON Ways OF FIGHTING FOR THE HAPPINESS OF OTHERS MADE ME REALIZE I LOVE DEREK. I CAN NEVER THANK YOU ENOUGH. BUT I'LL TRY TO LIVE LIKE AN AMAZON.

THAT'S THANKS ENOUGH FOR ME!

SOMEDAY, DIANA, YOUR MISSION WILL END, AND THEN, YOU WILL MARRY STEVE.

YES, MOTHER. UNTIL THEN, MY HAPPINESS WILL BE IN HELPING OTHERS!
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To all Junior Justice Society Members!

Here is an important secret code message from Wonder Woman concerning the sensational story to appear in the next issue of All-Star Comics!
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11-7-24-26-14

Wonder Woman, Secretary
The Junior Justice Society of America
409 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Please enroll me as a member of the Junior Justice Society of America. I promise to uphold the principles of right and justice. I enclose 10 cents in coins to cover the cost of the complete membership outfit.

Check box which corresponds to your standing:

New Member [ ] Old Member [ ]

Name (Please PRINT clearly) Age

Send to Box No.
City Zone State

If you are not already a member of the JJSA here is your golden opportunity to join this worthwhile organization! Simply fill out this coupon and mail today!
THE FRIENDLY FRUIT

The next time you happen to pass an old Colonial-styled house, stop and take a close look at the gatepost and the top of the doorway. The chances are good that you will see carved upon these entrances a design of a pineapple. Or, if a colonial mansion is beyond your reach, hunt up a few modern houses and see if you can find a decorative motif of a pineapple above the doorway, or even in the furniture. You probably will find some pineapple design ... and wonder about it.

The presence of the pineapple figure is no sheer accident, but has a sound historical basis, hundreds of years old. When the Spanish explorers were blazing a trail to the new world four centuries ago, they landed in the West Indies and discovered that a favorite food of the natives there was a tasty fruit called anana. As it resembled a giant pine-cone in form, the Spanish named the fruit pina—which the English later called “pine.” To completely distinguish the West Indian fruit from that of the evergreen tree, the word “apple” was tagged on—hence the derivation of the word pineapple.

So highly did the West Indians regard this choice fruit, that they hung it in front of their huts and villages as a sign that all those who entered were welcome. The visiting Spaniards were charmed by this unusual custom, and when they returned to their native land they adopted it for their own use.

Close contact with the Spanish—in war and peace—made it inevitable that the English would become acquainted with this practice, and the pineapple symbol of hospitality and friendship soon caught on with them too. Eventually, the custom took root in America—especially in New England and Virginia—and many of the English colonists made it a point to place a carved or painted pineapple near the entrances of their new homes to assure strangers that they would be accorded a warm greeting.

Originally, in its wild American state, the pineapple grew wild and was inedible. While historical records fail to reveal the identity of the master agriculturists who were first inspired to cultivate the wild pineapple into a luscious, juicy, tender-fleshed fruit, the Central or South American Indian inhabitants of the lowlands most likely deserve the credit.

Warm, tropical climate is ideal for the best development of the pineapple, but the agriculture-wise Incas of the cooler regions of the Andes, worked out a successful
method of cultivating it along the coast. This developed into an unusual type of pineapple that is still being grown in Peru today. The prize fruit is small, rough, almost black in color, with a flavor distinct from that of any other pineapple. Indeed, the fruit made such a hit with the Peruvian Indians that they often used it as a design on their pottery vessels.

By far the best pineapples grown are those of the West Indies, where they were introduced by the Caribs from South America over 500 years ago. Other famous types worthy of mention are the Barbados “Sugar loaf,” the Red Spanish, the Ruby, the Bullhead and Black Antigua, the Ripleys, the Smooth Cayenne (the number one pineapple of Hawaii), and the Puerto Rican Big Head, an astonishing pineapple that has been known to attain a weight of more than 30 pounds.

Actually, the pineapples that we are most familiar with in the United States are not nearly as flavorsome as those eaten immediately upon ripening in their native habitat. A ripened pineapple is not a very hardy fruit and cannot withstand the brunt of a long sea voyage. As a result, the pineapples earmarked for us must be shipped “green,” and by the time we eat them, they have lost much of their delicious flavor. If you are ever lucky enough to visit the West Indies, try to remember to sample a pineapple that has fully ripened on the plant. You will find that there are very few fruits that can equal its exquisite taste.

Although America was the birthplace of the pineapple, it is currently grown in nearly all tropical lands of the world. It is a major industry of the Philippines, Malaysia, and the Orient—more than 40 years ago pineapples were being canned in Singapore.

Occasionally, as in Africa and some parts of tropical America, the cultivated pineapple has grown out of hand and has reverted to its original wild state. Nevertheless, these wild pines are still closely akin to the regular fruit-bearing species.

There exist some types of pineapple plants that are incapable of bearing edible fruit. In such cases, another valuable use has been discovered for them. Some are cultivated for their beautifully striped leaves, while others supply huge quantities of fiber in their ten-feet long leaves.

We have made frequent mention of the pineapple as a fruit. Actually, it is not a true fruit, but an aggregation or cluster of hundreds of fruits, each with its own core and spiny bracts marking the places where the flowers appeared. The majority of our cultivated pineapples appear without seeds, but those still grown by native Indians come out with fairly large-sized seeds.

These semi-developed pineapples contain crystals of calcium which are irritating to the mouth and lips. This defect has been eliminated from the better varieties, but caution must be exercised when eating even the top-graded pineapples, for the tiny needle-sharp spines of the flower bracts extend for some depth into the flesh beneath the skin of the fruit, and can cause sores on the lips and mouth.

The majority of pineapples grown are canned for exporting overseas. The Hawaiian pineapple crop runs to well over 50 million dollars annually. Huge numbers of “raw” pineapples are still shipped to northern countries, while thousands more are eaten in the lands where they grow. Other important uses made of the pineapple are for jams, confections, cooking, and the flavorsome pineapple juice drink.
Beth Owens was just a little girl in a large wagon train that Marcus Whitman led into Oregon in 1843...

Injuns - on the warpath! Circle the wagons and get behind the tailgates so's the arrows can't hit you!

Inside, Beth! Quick!

But Beth did not stay inside the wagon. Even as war cries whooped and arrows whizzed through the air, she ran from man to man with a water canteen...

I wish I was a doctor so I could stop that pain!

You've helped plenty, little girl! This water tastes mighty good!
Beth never forgot that Indian attack. Years later...

Mother, I'm going to be a doctor. I want to help people. Hush, child, if I'd been a doctor years ago, less people would have died from their wounds in that Indian attack.

A doctor? You don't know what you're saying!

Despite parental objection, Beth received encouragement from the great Susan B. Anthony, woman's suffrage leader...

I'm proud to know you, my dear. You work as a milliner and you study Gray's 'Anatomy' at night. Keep up the good work and don't mind what men say. This land needs women doctors.

Beth attended Philadelphia Eclectic College—the only college of medicine which admitted female students. Later, she enrolled at the Jefferson Medical College for advanced study. When she returned to Oregon to practice medicine, she was an accomplished doctor.

Born to the wilderness, familiar with its hardships. Doctor Owens was on call any hour of the day or night...

A timberland fire! Men overcome by smoke—need help!

Doctor Owens' greatest feat and the one to bring her lasting fame was performed when she was 65 years old...

An epidemic is spreading through the district! I won't rest till everyone's been inoculated!

For three days and nights, Doctor Owens went without sleep. But finally her long and exhausting struggle was rewarded with success—

You broke the epidemic single-handed! You're a real heroine. Can I get a good long sleep?

Because she met the jeers and narrow-mindedness of her times with resolute courage to carve out her career as a doctor—because she blazed the trail for other women to follow in her footsteps, Bethenia Owens is truly a wonder woman of history!
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Bonjour,

Gee! This muffler is going faster than I thought it would. Maybe I ought to make a sweater out of it instead!

Soon— Gee, Bonny! This sweater sure is a swell surprise! Er— I’m afraid it’s a little roomy. Maybe if I unravel some of it...

Oh, dear! Now it’s too small!

Ah! I have the perfect solution!

There! I hope you enjoy wearing your new muffler, Leopold!

The End
WHAT AMAZING SIGHT IS THIS? A DOE RACES UP THE SHEER GLASS SIDE OF A MOUNTAIN, DRINKS OF A GOBLET ON TOP OF IT, AND SPEEDS DOWN THE OTHER SIDE OF THE GLASS MOUNTAIN AS WONDER WOMAN! YES, NEVER BEFORE HAS WONDER WOMAN—BEAUTIFUL AS APHRODITE, WISE AS ATHENA, STRONGER THAN HERCULES, AND SWIFTER THAN MERCURY—ENCOUNTERED SUCH A CHAIN OF TITANIC THREATS, AS WERE HURLLED AT HER BY THE MOST FAMOUS ENCHANTRESS OF THE AGES, WHOM SHE FOUGHT IN THE MOST BIZARRE BATTLE OF ALL TIMES WHEN SHE Sought TO UNRAVEL—-

"THE SECRETS OF CIRCE!"
ON THE PLANETOID SORGA, CIRCE, THE ENCHANTRESS, HOLDS A CAPTURED DOE—

SO, WONDER WOMAN! YOU ARE IN MY POWER AT LAST! HAI, HAI, HAI!

AND YOU'RE TIED WITH YOUR OWN MAGIC LASSO! HAI, HAI, HAI! YOU'LL NEVER ESCAPE!


-- WE MUST GO BACK IN TIME TO MILITARY INTELLIGENCE ON EARTH, WHEN WONDER WOMAN, IN HER SECRET IDENTITY OF LT. DIANA PRINCE, IS VISITED BY COL. STEVE TREVOR—

GOODBY, DI. I'M TAKING OFF BY ROCKETSHIP IN AN HOUR!

BUT, STEVE—

I THOUGHT YOU WEREN'T DUE TO TAKE OFF TILL TOMORROW?

PROFESSOR OWLER, WHO'S PLANNED THE FLIGHT, HAS JUST LEARNED THAT A SEVERE ELECTRIC STORM WILL RAGE HERE TOMORROW! RATHER THAN POSTPONE OUR TRIP, WE'RE LEAVING TODAY!

I HAD HOPE TO SEE WONDER WOMAN BEFORE I LEFT, BUT THIS CHANGE OF PLANS MAKES IT UNLIKELY. WHEN YOU SEE HER, TELL HER WHY I HAD TO LEAVE SUDDENLY, AND GIVE HER MY LOVE.

YOU DON'T KNOW IT, STEVE, BUT YOU'RE GOING TO DELIVER THAT MESSAGE YOURSELF, PERSONALLY.

NO SOONER IS STEVE GONE, THAN DI SWIFTLY CHANGES INTO WONDER WOMAN, THE BEAUTEOUS AMAZON MAID, AND—

IT'S ONLY A SHORT DISTANCE TO THE TAKE-OFF FIELD. I'LL BE THERE BEFORE STEVE.
Moments later, the fleet-footed Amazon races onto the take-off field—

Look! Wonder Woman!

Yes, Thor, and we are honored by her visit!

Maybe so, Professor Owler. But don’t invite her to come along. Women are jinxes on a trip of this kind!

Wonder Woman, this is Mr. Sharpe and Mr. Dulce, who are financing this trip, and their bodyguard, Thor, the ex-circus strong man.

I wish you the best of luck, gentlemen. Even if my Amazon hearing detected your superstitious whisper about women being jinxes.

Many flights to the moon have been planned, as you know, Wonder Woman. But details on returning to the Earth are very vague. I believe that my rocket-ship can accomplish this feat and collect the scientific information that will enable others to do the same.

Spoken like a true scientist, Professor Owler—One who is interested only in serving humanity.

Maybe the professor is only interested in serving humanity. But I’m only interested in serving myself with anything of value we find on this trip. Right, Dulce?

What, Sharpe? Oh, yes! Yes—ha, ha! You’re always right.

Finish loading the ship, Thor. Col. Trevor should be here any minute.

Thor is quite strong—for a man! But that load is too much for him! I’ll give him a hand!
THE MIGHTY AMAZON LIFTS THE HUGE CARGO WITH ONE HAND--
POOR THOR! THOSE TWO CARTONS ARE TOO MUCH FOR HIM! HE'S STAGGERING!

WITH THE CARGO ABOARD THE ROCKETSHIP, THE AMAZON MAID RETURNS AND--
HELLO, BEAUTIFUL! I GUESS YOU MUST HAVE GOTTEN MY MESSAGE.

TOSSEING THOR ATOP THE CARTONS, WONDER WOMAN BALANCES THE MASSIVE LOAD EASILY!
YOU'RE--STRONGER THAN THOR!
SAVE YOUR STRENGTH FOR WHEN IT MAY REALLY BE NEEDED, THOR! ON THE TRIP!

I WISH YOU COULD COME ALONG ON THIS TRIP, ANGEL. BUT SHARPE AND DULLE INSIST WOMEN ARE BAD LUCK.
IT'S ALL RIGHT, STEVE. THE MOST IMPORTANT THING IS THAT REGARDLESS OF WHO MAKES THE TRIP, SCIENCE WILL ULTIMATELY BENEFIT. TAKE GOOD CARE OF YOURSELF.

SUMMONING HER ROBOT PLANE, WONDER WOMAN SPEEDILY FLIES TO THE SECRET LABORATORY OF PAULA, AN AMAZON-TRAINED SCIENTIST--
HOLA, PRINCESS! WHAT BRINGS YOU HERE?

GOOD LUCK, DARLING!

HOLA, PAULA! I WANT TO TRACE THE FLIGHT OF STEVE'S ROCKETSHIP ON THE SPACE TELEVISOR.
AS WONDER WOMAN SCANS THE SPACE TELEVISOR SCREEN--

THERE'S THE ROCKETSHIP, PRINCESS! JUST ATTAINING THE VELOCITY OF ESCAPE FROM THE EARTH'S GRAVITATIONAL PULL!

YES. THE SHIP SEEMS TO BE WITHSTANDING THE 25,000 MILES-PER-HOUR ESCAPE SPEED WITHOUT ANY DIFFICULTY! PRAY HERA IT CAN RETURN AS EASILY!

SUDDENLY--

PAULA! THE SHIP HAS VANISHED FROM SIGHT!

IT SHOULDN'T! IT'S STILL WITHIN THE RANGE OF THE SPACE TELEVISOR! PERHAPS THE CONTROLS ARE OUT OF ORDER? I'LL TEST THEM!

THE SPACE TELEVISOR IS WORKING PERFECTLY. THE ROCKETSHIP MUST BE PASSING THROUGH AN INTERPLANETARY CLOUD MASS THAT DOESN'T ALLOW LIGHT TO FILTER THROUGH.

YES. THAT WOULD ACCOUNT FOR OUR NOT SEEING THE SHIP ANYWAY, THEY'VE NOT SENT OUT ANY DISTRESS SIGNAL, SO EVERYTHING MUST BE ALL RIGHT.

A FEW DAYS LATER, NEAR THE WATERFRONT, THE AMAZON CRIME-FIGHTER ENCOUNTERS THE DESPERATE LOTHER GANG--

I WONDER WHAT'S HAPPENING TO STEVE? PAULA SHOULD HAVE SIGHTED THE SHIP RETURNING BY NOW!

COME ON, MEN! WONDER WOMAN DOESN'T SEEM TO HAVE HER WITS ABOUT HER. SHE'S OFF GUARD! WE'VE GOT HER!

AT THAT MOMENT, THE EMBATTLED AMAZON IS SPOTTED BY PAULA, WHO HAD BEEN SEARCHING FOR HER--AND IN A VOICE RANGE ONLY AN AMAZON COULD HEAR--

WONDER WOMAN! I'VE LOCATED STEVE'S SPACESHIP IN THE SPACE TELEVISOR! IT'S RETURNING TO EARTH!

--RETURNING TO EARTH!

THANK HERA! STEVE'S SAFE!

WONDER WOMAN LOOKS AS IF SHE'S HEARING VOICES! HA, HA! NO ONE IS GOIN' TO HELP YOU THIS TIME, AMAZON! YOU'RE THROUGH!
But the news of Steve galvanizes the lovely Amazon into whirlwind action—

WHERE’S THAT AMAZON? SHE’S TOO FAST FOR US! WE’RE LASSED!

Leaving the gang in the hands of the police, Wonder Woman boards her plane with a mighty leap—

THE ROCKETSHP SHOULD BE RAPIDLY NEARING ITS LANDING FIELD, PRINCESS!

Fly there at top speed, Paula! I want to welcome Steve back, after being one of the first men in the world to travel to the moon and back!

But over the landing field, an ominous sight!

LOOK! THE SHIP’S OUT OF CONTROL!

UNHESITATINGLY LEAPING INTO THE PATH OF THE HURTLING ROCKETSHP, THE FEARLESS AMAZON BRACES HERSELF FOR AN INCREDIBLE EFFORT!

It’s going to crash!

ATHENA GRANT ME STRENGTH TO CATCH THE ROCKETSHP!

The agile Wonder Woman catches the plummeting spaceship and carefully lowers it to the ground!

There! Now the passengers can exit safely!

But as the rocketship’s escape hatch swings open and the first passenger alights, the Amazon maid can scarcely believe what she sees!

Merciful Minerva! It isn’t possible!
THANKS FOR SAVING MY LIFE, WONDER WOMAN. I COULDN'T VERY WELL MANIPULATE THE CONTROLS OF MY SPACE SHIP, IN MY PRESENT FORM.

—YES, WONDER WOMAN! I AM PROFESSOR OWLER AND ALL MY COMPANIONS, INCLUDING YOUR FRIEND, COL. TREVOR, HAVE BEEN SIMILARLY TRANSFORMED, AND ARE PRISONERS OF CIRCE, THE ENCHANTRESS, ON HER PLANETOID, SORCA!

CIRCE, THE ANCIENT SORCERESS! WHO CHANGED ANYONE UNLUCKY ENOUGH TO LAND ON HER ISLAND OF AIAIE—INTO ANIMALS—WITH HER INCANTATIONS!

“I REMEMBER MY MOTHER TELLING ME HOW SHE AND THE AMAZONS BANISHED CIRCE TO AN ISLAND PLANET IN SPACE, WHERE SHE COULD DO NO HARM—”

CIRCE! FOR YOUR CRUEL MISDEEDS, YOU ARE SENTENCED TO RULE OVER AN ISLAND PLANET TO BE INHABITED SOLELY BY ONE PERSON—YOURSELF!

YES, WONDER WOMAN! I WAS A PRISONER OF CIRCE ON THAT ISLAND PLANET—UNTIL I MANAGED TO ESCAPE!

WE'LL FLY BACK THERE IN MY AMAZON PLANE, PROFESSOR OWLER! YOU CAN TELL ME THE STORY ON THE WAY!

DROPPING PAULA AT HER LABORATORY FOR ESSENTIAL SCIENTIFIC WORK, WONDER WOMAN ZOOMS INTO SPACE FOR SORCA, ISLAND PLANET OF CIRCE, THE ENCHANTRESS, WHILE THE TRANSFORMED PROFESSOR OWLER TELLS HIS AMAZING STORY—

IT ALL STARTED WHEN I LOST MY BEARINGS AFTER WE FLEW INTO AN INTERPLANETARY CLOUD MASS. BEFORE I COULD GET BACK ON THE COURSE AGAIN, WE WERE CAUGHT BY THE GRAVITATIONAL PULL OF SORCA—
"MY NEW LANDING DEVICE WHICH I INVENTED FOR THE LESSER GRAVITATIONAL PULL OF THE MOON, WORKED ON SORGA! AND WE LANDED!"

"LEAVING THE SHIP, WE LOOKED FOR HUMAN HABITATION. IT WAS HOT, AND WE STOPPED FOR A DRINK OF WATER--"

SURE THIS WATER IS ALL RIGHT, PROFESSOR?

"MY TESTS SHOW NO TRACE OF ANY HARMFUL ELEMENT, COL. TREVOR."

"LITTLE DID I KNOW WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO US BECAUSE OF THAT DRINK OF SORGAN WATER!"

"SOON AFTER, IN A FOREST OF JEWELS--"

"EVERY STICK AND STONE HERE IS PRICELESS! WE'RE RICH--RICH! BUT WE'RE ON A TRIP TO BENEFIT SCIENCE, NOT OURSELVES!"

"HO, HO, HO! RICH--RICH! I URGE YOU NOT TO DO ANYTHING WHICH WOULD OFFEND THE INHABITANTS HERE!"

"JUST THEN, WE HEARD A MOCKING LAUGH AND--"

"CIRCE OF AIAIE, THE ENCHANTRESS! UNLUCKY MORTALS, TO HAVE VENTURED ON MY ISLAND PLANET! YOU HAVE DRUNK OF MY FORMULA, IN THE METAMORPHOSIS POOL! NOW, YOU ARE IN MY POWER! HAI, HAI!"

"HAI! WHATEVER YOU BE, BRAVE AS A LION, CUNNING AS A FOX, STUPID AS A DONKEY, STRONG AS AN APE, OR WISE AS AN OWL--THAT WILL MY FORMULA MAKE OF YOU! HAI, HAI! LOOK AT YOURSELF! HAI, HAI!"

"BEFORE MY HORRIFIED EYES, I SAW STEVE TURN INTO A LION, SHARPE INTO A FOX, DULLE INTO A DONKEY, THOR INTO AN APE, WHILE I--I CHANGED INTO AN OWL! AS CIRCE DROVE THE OTHERS AWAY, I FLEW AWAY AND MADE MY ESCAPE!"

"IT WILL AVAIL YOU NOT TO ESCAPE, OWL! ONLY I KNOW WHERE MOLU, THE ANTIDOTE THAT WILL CHANGE YOU BACK INTO YOUR ORIGINAL FORM--IS HIDDEN! HAI, HAI!"
I flew back to the rocketship, manipulated the push-button controls with great difficulty, and barely managed to return to Earth to seek help! The rest you know, Wonder Woman!

Hold on, Professor Ower. The ship's reached Sorca. The gravitational pull is dragging us into its orbit!

This is Sorca, all right, Wonder Woman! I remember that gleaming mountain as a landmark!

Leaving the ship--

We must find Steve and the others!

Remember not to drink anything while you are here, Wonder Woman! Or you too will be transformed!

I told you not to touch anything here!

Get us out of here!

Listen! Voices! It's Steve--and the others! Coming from there!

Racing inside, Wonder Woman finds an amazing sight!

I knew you'd find us somehow!

The first thing is to find Circe and compel her to give you the antidote that will restore you to your natural forms!

Amazon! Circe welcomes you to Sorca! Here, drink from the goblet of friendship!

Just then--
I'LL DRINK NOTHING ON SORCA, CIRCE!

HAI! HAI!
The owl must have warned you!

AS WONDER WOMAN PURSUES CIRCE, SHE IS IMPEDED BY TREES,
WHICH THE ENCHANTRESS COMPELS TO BLOCK HER PATH!

TREES! STRETCH FORTH YOUR ARMS AND STOP THE AMAZON!

GREAT HERA! THE TREES ARE OBEYING CIRCE'S COMMAND!

BUT WITH A DEXTROUS CAST OF HER MAGIC LASSO, THE INGENIOUS AMAZON FINALLY CATCHES CIRCE!

CIRCE! BY MY MAGIC LASSO, I COMMAND YOU TO TELL ME WHERE MOLU, THE FORMULA WHICH CHANGES ANIMALS BACK TO HUMANS, IS HIDDEN!

SOMETHING COMPELS ME--MOLU IS HIDDEN ATOP THE HIGHEST AND MOST INACCESSIBLE PLACE ON SORCA--THE--

SUDDENLY THE ENCHANTRESS UTTERS A SPEEDY INCANTATION AND--

TREES! I COMMAND YOU TO SHOWER WONDER WOMAN WITH THE MAGIC DEW ON YOUR BRANCHES!

AND SO, THE TRANSFORMATION FORMULA, SHOWERED DOWN ON THE LOVELY AMAZON, IS SPEEDILY ABSORBED BY HER SKIN, UNTIL--

SUFFERING SAPPHO!
I'VE BEEN CHANGED INTO A DOE!

HA! AND I'LL USE YOUR OWN LASSO TO KEEP YOU CAPTIVE FOREVER!

BUT, NIMBLE AS EVER, WONDER WOMAN, NOW A DOE, FLEES FROM HER OWN MAGIC LASSO!

IT AVAILS YOU NAUGHT TO ESCAPE, DOE! I DID NOT TELL YOU WHERE MOLU IS HIDDEN! HA! HA!

I MUST GET AWAY!
THE ANTIDOTE IS HIDDEN ON THE HIGHEST AND MOST INACCESSIBLE PLACE ON SORCA, CIRCE SAID. HIGHEST AND MOST INACCESSIBLE! WHY—WHERE ELSE COULD IT BE, BUT ATOP THAT MOUNTAIN AHEAD!

IT'S AT THE TOP, CIRCE SAID. SHADES OF PLUTO! THIS MOUNTAIN IS MADE OF SHEER GLASS! I— I'M SLIPPING BACK!

AGAIN AND AGAIN THE GALLANT DOE ATTEMPTS THE STEEP, GLASSY ASCENT; WITH THE SAME TRAGIC RESULTS!

I--I CAN'T GAIN A FOOTHOLD! THERE MUST BE SOME OTHER WAY!

FINALLY, AFTER A RACING START--

IF I CAN'T RUN UP THE SIDES OF GLASS, PERHAPS I CAN LEAP TO THE TOP WITHOUT TOUCHING THEM AT ALL!

AND SO THE DOE, WHO POSSESSES THE AMAZING ABILITY OF THE AMAZON, ADDED TO ITS OWN, LEAPS TO THE TOP OF THE GLASS MOUNTAIN!

THERE IT IS! AFTER PLACING IT UP HERE, CIRCE MUST SIMPLY HAVE CHANGED THE MOUNTAIN INTO GLASS TO MAKE IT INACCESSIBLE!

AFTER MOLU, THE ANTIDOTE, CHANGES THE DOE BACK TO WONDER WOMAN--

I'VE GOT TO FIND SOME WAY OF GETTING THIS ANTI-DOTE TO THE OTHERS, BEFORE CIRCE CAN DO THEM ANY HARM!
As Wonder Woman races through the forest of jewels, she meets a real doe—

Gentle creature, do not be afraid. I am going to use you for a few moments to deceive a wicked enchantress.

The Amazon Princess releases the real doe within sight of Circe who—

So, Wonder Woman, you are in my power at last! Hai, hai!

Circe has mistaken the real doe for me! Now is my chance to help Steve and the others!

The quick-thinking Amazon rips open the bars of the cage and passes the antidote to the prisoners—

We're ourselves again! Thank you, Wonder Woman, we've learned our lesson!

You're wonderful, angel!

As long as Circe has my magic lasso, we're not out of danger yet! I've got to get it back!

A few moments later, the fleet-footed Wonder Woman surprises Circe—

I'm bewitched! I see Wonder Woman both as a doe and in her real shape!

In her shock and surprise, Circe has dropped the lasso! Now's my chance to recover it!

A swift cast of the lasso and Circe is now the glamorous Amazon's prisoner—

It was a mistake to try to isolate you and your evil incantations, Circe. It is not enough merely to isolate disease. The disease must be cured. I'm taking you to Transformation Island to be taught Amazon Ways of Love and Discipline.

I am compelled to obey—

Soon after, the amazing Wonder Woman and her passengers fly earthwards—

Our flight to Sorca proved that we'll be able to reach the moon next time!

The story is the same, Steve. Force must, in the end, bow to peace and love!
SOMETHING IS ALWAYS BUZZING WITH

It's a honey of a magazine

Look for this big 52 page magazine on sale everywhere!
Smokey, the fire-preventing bear comes to the rescue of Peter Porkchops.

Oh, Wolfie! Speaking of fires—did you know that 30 million acres of forests will be burned again this year unless people are careful? Do you realize there's a certain way of putting out a campfire, so as to prevent forest fires?

Certainly! Get me out of here and I'll show you.

Okay, Peter! It's awfully nice of you! A person can't be too careful, you know.

See, Wolfie? First I drown the campfire... then I stir it up, soaking both sides of the burning sticks and the earth around it... and then I drown it again to make sure the last spark is dead out.

Say, that's wonderful!

Well, slong, Wolfie! You must come up to my house for dinner sometime.

Thanks! I'd love to come to dinner.

Dinner?? Hey, you're my dinner! Come back here!
Romantic as an Arizona Sunset

You'll thrill to this brand-new type of magazine filled with modern love stories set against the exciting and colorful panorama of the most romantic country this side of paradise!

In this new big issue:
- The Imprisoned Heart
- Romantic Tenderfoot
- Follow a Rainbow
- Recipe for Love
- And other romantic features!

On sale everywhere.
LOOK! a FREE Comic Book!

BIG!
28 pages all about bikes. You'll read and re-read this comic book from cover to cover!

EXCITING!
Stories of death-defying bicycle racing and stunting! There are thrills galore!

COLORFUL!
Printed in full color, your eyes will pop when you see the pictures of America's most wanted bicycle!

SEND NO MONEY TO BUY!
This book is a gift from Arnold, Schwinn & Company and your local Schwinn dealer.

DON'T DELAY! SEND THIS COUPON TODAY!
Just paste it on a penny postcard. Your Schwinn Bicycle Comic Book will be sent immediately by return mail!

Arnold, Schwinn & Company
1772A N. Kildare Ave., Chicago 39, Ill.
Please send me a FREE copy of The Schwinn Bicycle Comic Book.

NAME
STREET
TOWN

WITH THE BOYS AND GIRLS OF AMERICA—REAL "BIKE EXPERTS"
—IT'S SCHWINN BY 4 TO 1!

ARNOLD, SCHWINN & COMPANY
1772A N. KILDARE AVE., CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS